Bass pro extreme reel parts diagram

Order by:. Available to:. Baitcasting Fishing Reel Bass Pro. Over the next few months I will be
helping a good friend sell their fishing collection. So check back often to see what rare or
unique fishing item I may be selling. In this auction: you are bidding on a gently used Abu
Garcia Ambassadeur Pro Max baitcasting reel. This reel is complete and in excellent working
condition. This reel is completely functioning and ready to fish! This reel is for right handed
reeling. Has 8 ball bearings, and was made in Sweden. I am not sure of the gear ratio or line
capacity. Winner to pay USPS parcel post or priority mail shipping on 1 pound insurance is your
option to add Payment is due within 7 days of the close of this auction. Please e-mail any
questions prior to bidding. As all items are sold"as is. I always leave feedback, right after it's
received. I accept Pay Pal only please. I appreciate your business! Thanks for looking. And
good luck in all your pursuits. This oil contains two friction modifiers that bond and protect the
metal and act like tiny ball bearings to reduce friction and wear. The bottles are new using
LDPE. Which is a very soft plastic that is easy to squeeze. You will also receive a 1. Do not use
any other oil to lubricate your Fishing Reels again! I am an authorized reseller of this product
ask the other guys and you will get no response or the runaround. What is synthetic oil?
Synthetic oil is a lubricant consisting of chemical compounds that are artificially made
synthesized Synthetic lubricants can be manufactured using chemically modified petroleum
components rather than whole crude oil. But can also be synthesized from other raw materials.
Synthetic oil is used as a substitute for lubricant refined from petroleum when operating in
extremes of temperature, because, in general, it provides superior mechanical and chemical
properties than those found in traditional mineral oils. Aircraft jet engines, for example, require
the use of synthetic oils, whereas aircraft piston engines do not. What can I use Liberty Oil to
lubricate? Examples are gears. Bushings, bearings, sliding metal parts; plastics or it can be
used to prevent corrosion of metal. It will not attract dirt and other contaminants that will
damage any friction point. Does Liberty Oil have a guarantee? REF Click Here. Double your
traffic. They are an upgrade replacement to stock fishing reel bearings. These ABEC-7 bearings
have ceramic balls. Stainless steel races and retainers. Orange Seal bearings have a
non-contact rubber seal which allows the bearing to spin freely without any excess drag.
Ceramic will never corrode; it has less rolling resistance and is lighter than steel. As a result,
ceramic bearings last longer and cast further. Lube can be supplied upon request. Picture only
shows the number of bearings. The actual size might be different. PayPal is safe and fast for
both buyer and seller. Your item will be carefully packed then Shipped directly to you by U. S
Postal Service International Airmail. Varies by destination, and custom clearance delays.
Shimano Daiwa Abu Lew's Okuma reel carbon fiber handle rubber cork knobs mm. All C. This is
an upgrade replacement for the factory fishing reel spool ball bearings. Offered in this auction
is a set of two Hybrid Ceramic ball bearings to upgrade the factory bearings on your reel for a
more refined fishing reel. Please continue reading below for the added benefits of upgrading to
high quality Hybrid Ceramic bearings. Shields and retainers, each bearing has two non-contact
removable Stainless Steel C shields to protect the bearing from dirt or any possible
contamination while allowing the bearing to spin freely without any excess drag. Simply put this
reduction in rolling resistance equates to longer and effortless casts. The balls will never
corrode or rust, and they are the highest standard of balls that can make your bearings live at
least 5 times than any other bearing. Our Hybrid Ceramic ball bearings are shipped dry and only
require ONE small drop of your preferred oil overlubing will reduce performance We can lube
them with a drop of low viscosity Quantum Hot Sauce oil. Holds yards of 12 lb line. This reel has
some boat rash and its missing the bps gold logo on the side. I took it apart to show you how
clean this reel is. Its apprx. I am selling a it has a little boat rash and its missing the bps gold
logo on the side. I took the cover off so you can see how clean this reel is. Star Drag 6. Welcome
to Reel Builder's Listings I have been servicing. Please buy and bid with confidence! Most of my
used parts are cleaned and inspected before listing. The new ones will be listed as such. If you
need help. Please send me a message. Please add me to your favorite sellers list. I regularly add
items and run great sales. We love fishing- repairing. Rebuilding, lures, rods- you name it.
Thanks for looking and buy with confidence. We combine on shipping! I will send a revised
shipping price once they are completed. I will only combine auctions within a 72 hour period.
Still save you some moneyâ€” Up for auction is: Feel free to make offers. We combine on
shipping based on weight. This is a used part- Great deal for someone that works with BPS
reels. I just do not have a BPS inventory. Please use pictures for an accurate description of the
item s listed. You will receive exactly what is pictured. Please allow us to earn your business
and a 5 star rating. If anything is amiss, we will correct it. Just send us a message! We love to
collect. Play and sometimes overbuy, some items we have some to no information on and we
will do our best to list with as much as possible. Please send us a message if there is
something you would like to ask. Others are FedEx on large shipments. That includes

international shipping through the eBay Global Shipping program- those items go to the center
in Kentucky and to my international buyers from there. All items are sold as is and will except
returns only if. Reversible for left or right hand reels. It is the only non left hand specific cover I
have personally ever used that fit a left hand reel. Pictures show a spot on the back of the cover.
And it is a water spot on the camera lens, I think. I will try and update the pictures asap. Pictures
6 and 7 show the cover on a right handed reel. That is not included. Constructed from thick
neoprene material. These reel covers are designed to protect your investment during storage
and transport. Covers allow anglers to protect their reel without having to remove them from the
rod. High quality hook and loop fasteners hold the neoprene covers in place. Features: Impact
resistant neoprene materials. Design allows for reel covers to be mounted Neoprene covers
stretch to easily slip on. Reversible for left or right handed reels. Storage, and boat rash. This
was my tournament partners. They have never been used and are in great condition.
Cosmetically there may be a few stains. Picks, or spots from storage. See description and
pictures. Items sold as is, I'm trying to describe as accurately as possible. If you have any
questions, feel free to ask, just send me a message. P ro level tuning a reel. Order by:. Available
to:. I don't believe it's ever seen water. Power lock and anti-reverse. Email if you have questions.
Bass Pro Shops Megacast Baitcaster sideplate. This oil contains two friction modifiers that
bond and protect the metal and act like tiny ball bearings to reduce friction and wear. The
bottles are new using LDPE. Which is a very soft plastic that is easy to squeeze. You will also
receive a 1. Do not use any other oil to lubricate your Fishing Reels again! I am an authorized
reseller of this product ask the other guys and you will get no response or the runaround. What
is synthetic oil? Synthetic oil is a lubricant consisting of chemical compounds that are
artificially made synthesized Synthetic lubricants can be manufactured using chemically
modified petroleum components rather than whole crude oil. But can also be synthesized from
other raw materials. Synthetic oil is used as a substitute for lubricant refined from petroleum
when operating in extremes of temperature, because, in general, it provides superior
mechanical and chemical properties than those found in traditional mineral oils. Aircraft jet
engines, for example, require the use of synthetic oils, whereas aircraft piston engines do not.
What can I use Liberty Oil to lubricate? Examples are gears. Bushings, bearings, sliding metal
parts; plastics or it can be used to prevent corrosion of metal. It will not attract dirt and other
contaminants that will damage any friction point. Does Liberty Oil have a guarantee? Shimano
Daiwa Abu Lew's Okuma reel carbon fiber handle rubber cork knobs mm. Click Here. Double
your traffic. They are an upgrade replacement to stock fishing reel bearings. These ABEC-7
bearings have ceramic balls. Stainless steel races and retainers. Orange Seal bearings have a
non-contact rubber seal which allows the bearing to spin freely without any excess drag.
Ceramic will never corrode; it has less rolling resistance and is lighter than steel. As a result,
ceramic bearings last longer and cast further. All C. Gently used bass pro shop extreme model
ext 1h. Bass Pro Shop Enticer E Reel is bound up, very stiff turning. Missing Handle. Bail
system works ok, Drag works ok. Gear ratio 5. I combine on multiple purchases. Made with in
Austin, TX. Gently used bass pro shop extreme model ext 1h 5bb. Order by:. Available to:. Bass
Pro Shops Megacast Baitcaster sideplate. I don't believe it's ever seen water. Power lock and
anti-reverse. Email if you have questions. These used spool with the normal signs The spools
are rated for yards of 2 line. This oil contains two friction modifiers that bond and protect the
metal and act like tiny ball bearings to reduce friction and wear. The bottles are new using
LDPE. Which is a very soft plastic that is easy to squeeze. You will also receive a 1. Do not use
any other oil to lubricate your Fishing Reels again! I am an authorized reseller of this product
ask the other guys and you will get no response or the runaround. What is synthetic oil?
Synthetic oil is a lubricant consisting of chemical compounds that are artificially made
synthesized Synthetic lubricants can be manufactured using chemically modified petroleum
components rather than whole crude oil. But can also be synthesized from other raw materials.
Synthetic oil is used as a substitute for lubricant refined from petroleum when operating in
extremes of temperature, because, in general, it provides superior mechanical and chemical
properties than those found in traditional mineral oils. Aircraft jet engines, for example, require
the use of synthetic oils, whereas aircraft piston engines do not. What can I use Liberty Oil to
lubricate? Examples are gears. Bushings, bearings, sliding metal parts; plastics or it can be
used to prevent corrosion of metal. It will not attract dirt and other contaminants that will
damage any friction point. Does Liberty Oil have a guarantee? Abu Garcia have the insert hole
size as 8x5mm. So, If you have other brand reel, Please check the size. Check the shaft insert
size before buy it, If you have other brand reel. Shaft Insert Hole Size: Height: 0. A retainer
holder of cap. It is just gift. Sometimes, the retainer may not fit. In case of this, Use the cap
without a retainer. You'll like it. Length: mm 3. Weight, color may differ by individual's
viewpoint. Condition: New We removed a tag and package to offer you the handle as low price.

Contact us: If you have any question. Please contact us again. We'll help you, always. And If
you want to reduce the price or wholesale. Please leave a message to us. We can offer it. Thank
you very much. Payment: We accept only paypal payment. If you use other method payment.
Your payment will be pending by paypal. We'll send the item after paypal confirm. Shipment: We
send our items to worldwide. Sometimes it takes longer than expected by various situation of
international post service. But Don't worry sir. You'll receive your item within regular time. If you
want to fast-shipping. Please contact us. But You may have to pay more. We will ship to the
address on your payment, please confirm it is current. Return Policy: We accept exchange if the
items are defect. Item must return within 14 days. In case you found a defect on the. Click Here.
Double your traffic. They are an upgrade replacement to stock fishing reel bearings. These
ABEC-7 bearings have ceramic balls. Stainless steel races and retainers. Orange Seal bearings
have a non-contact rubber seal which allows the bearing to spin freely without any excess drag.
Ceramic will never corrode; it has less rolling resistance and is lighter than steel. As a result,
ceramic bearings last longer and cast further. Lube can be supplied upon request. Picture only
shows the number of bearing
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s. The actual size might be different. PayPal is safe and fast for both buyer and seller. Your item
will be carefully packed then Shipped directly to you by U. S Postal Service International
Airmail. Varies by destination, and custom clearance delays. Shimano Daiwa Abu Lew's Okuma
reel carbon fiber handle rubber cork knobs mm. Bass Pro Shop cat buster reel salvage. The
handle on the reel is missing and one of the plastic side panel is gone. The reel is sold for parts
and repair only. Sold as is. Beautiful 2 piece trout spinning rod and reel. Reel is a Daiwa
Samurai-7i. This is your chance to score big time on a sweet outfit. Good luck! On Jul at PDT.
Seller added the following information: Flash! I just looked at the Diawa reel and the bail spring
is weak. I will send the reel with the purchase but it will be considered damaged. If you can oil it
up and it works. Gently used bass pro shop extreme model ext 1h. Made with in Austin, TX.
Gently used bass pro shop extreme model ext 1h 5bb.

